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RETURN ON INVESTMENT FROM
LEARNING WORKSHOP



This practical virtual workshop is an opportunity to explore the sometimes bewildering
art of ROI measurement from learning. The workshop removes the mystery surrounding
ROI from learning and it will help to make ROI from learning a realistic strategic objective
and ensure that sustainability of learning. 

 

 

Explore ROI from Learning

"Organisations can no longer turn a blind eye to
measuring learning impact. The future for all learning
and development centers on simple frameworks of

measurement that ensure all learning is tracked and
measured to an appropriate level. The very function
of learning and development should be as a value-

added profit generator.  "
Andrew Terry, CEO,

Linac Learning.

The Key to Success
We will share with you Linac’s unique ROI methodology which was developed over 20
years ago and has been continually evolved and refined ever since and remains the
most successful ROI from Learning methodology available. 

Unlike other methodologies it is structured around six levels of evidence and
measurement. Many organisations have implemented it globally and it has enabled
them to successfully measure and prove ROI from their programmes and win coveted
development awards.  

Learn, Share & Collaborate
You will have an opportunity to explore new methods and approaches that can be
applied back in your business. You will also collaborate with like minded people, sharing
ideas as you unravel the mysterious art of ROI from learning. You will leave the
workshop equipped with a copy of Linac's methodology and greater sense of confidence
to enable you to start planning your ROI.



 

 

Key Takeaways
A copy of Linac's award winning ROI methodology 
An understanding of the 6 levels of measurement
Learn how to screen learning for appropriate measurement level 
Learn how to use ROI data at the various levels for effective reporting 
Learn how to thread ROI through the whole learning cycle 
Meet, collaborate and work with new contacts from industry 

Participant numbers on the workshop are kept intentionally low to enable a focused and
optimal participatory experience. Learning combines short presentations, discussion
and collaboration through small group practical activities and exercises and culminates
in an invaluable final planning and next steps session.

Whether you have mastered the art of ROI or you are just starting to explore the area,
this workshop will allow you to benchmark and kick start the process, equipped with a
proven methodology.

Workshop Insight 
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Level 6: Long-term
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The Investment
£399 plus VAT per person



The ROI development across Europe was
customised to our precise needs and of a very
high quality. In a diverse and complex business
such as ours, it gave us the exact outputs we

wanted. We will be working with Linac again and
I strongly recommend them.

European Learning & Development Manager,
Walt Disney

We benefited from the ROI development from
Linac in ways we could not have imagined. We
have gone from tinkering with ROI to placing
strategic importance on it and successfully

measuring our learning proposition. Linac got us
thinking in new ways and gave us a

methodology to help us refine our approach.
Our L&D function is far more commercial and
creditable as a result. I would unreservedly

recommend Linac.

Learning & Development Director, 
Major Tool Manufacturer
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